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2 WHAT IS SYDKA TOKEN AND THE MOTIVATION BEHIND IT? 

 
SYDKA is a token that focuses on education through cryptocurrency. This Edu-Crypto project will 
help to establish educational institutions/universities (Online and Physical) and to make various 
forms of knowledge (including knowledge about cryptocurrency) accessible to everyone around the 
world, regardless of background or privilege. 
 
The token will highlight the positive role of cryptocurrency in the education sector, thereby 
showcasing the positive effects of this Edu-crypt project on all fields of work (e.g., I.T, Engineering, 
Medicine etc.). SYDKA token will be used as one of the currencies within these educational 
institutions to pay salaries and tuitions fees etc. 
 
This has been a dream of SYDKA’s founder for many years, to leave a legacy of knowledge. The 
SYDKA team aims to leave behind knowledge that will benefit people in all parts of the world. They 
believe education is the key to changing the world. Nothing else will ever have the same impact or 
difference – nor will it ever have a lasting effect. A scholar may pass on knowledge to a student and 
it continues like a ripple effect throughout generations.  
 
SYDKA’s founder believes education should be for everyone, from any background and any walk of 
life, and be accessible at any time. The SYDKA team aims to educate from the very foundation and 
allow their followers to build their knowledge up step by step, at their own pace. They hope they can 
truly change the world, with this small contribution towards an everlasting knowledge base.  
 
It is very important to establish SYDKA’s own blockchain, wallet and exchange for its effective use 
around the world. It will revolutionise the way educational institutions are run and how students are 
supported. It will provide a chance to other educational institutions around the world to utilise the 
modern and latest technology to overcome their difficulties and challenges faced in modern times.  
 
The SYDKA team aims to establish an independent SVAP (SYDKA Verified Addresses Pool) Database 
where genuine crypto users are registered with their true identities along with all their 
contract/wallet addresses they use for their personal or business use. This will not only give security 
to general users when trading on different platforms but will also help law enforcement agencies 
around the world to crack down on illegal activities.  
 

3 SYDKA TOKEN TOKENOMICS 

Each transaction charge is distributed as follows:  
● 3% goes to the Liquidity Pool 
● 3% goes to the Projects Development, and 
● 3% goes to all holders of SYDKA token 

The amount of the transection charge will be reviewed at regular intervals. 
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4 SYDKA TOKEN PROJECTS 

There are two types of projects undertaken by the SYDKA team. One is short-term and the other is 
long-term. 

4.1 SHORT-TERM PROJECT 
In the short-term, SYDKA Token will support the existing and ongoing projects of Sydka Learn 
(https://www.Sydka.com/learn). Sydka Learn is used to provide short online courses on different 
topics and subjects. It will be further expanded to cover all types of subjects. 

4.2 LONG-TERM PROJECTS 
There are multiple long-term projects that the SYDKA team aims to undertake and the list is as 

follows: 

4.2.1 Online University 

The aforementioned and existing short-term project of Sydka Learn will be turned into a long-term 

project of establishing an Online University. It will be accessible to everyone from all parts of the 

world. It will cater for both scholarship and paying students and SYDKA token will be used as one of 

the currencies to pay tuition fees and salaries for the staff etc., 

4.2.2 Physical University 

The SYDKA team wishes to establish physical universities where men and women have their own 

separate campuses. There are certain parts of the world where women cannot get a higher 

education because of money, travel or a co-education system etc. SYDKA will create and provide a 

unique opportunity for women where there will be female students only in all departments and they 

will be taught by female teachers/instructors at all levels. These institutions will be completely run 

and managed by women. This will truly educate and empower women in all fields of life.  

4.2.3 SYDKA Mobile Apps 

The SYDKA team will develop mobile apps for their different services and products to make it easy 

for their users. The apps will also allow their users to use some of the content offline to help them in 

countries where there are internet bandwidth or download speed problems.  

4.2.4 SYDKA Blockchain and Exchange 

SYDKA aims to have its own blockchain and exchange. SYDKA blockchain is a shared and immutable 

ledger that will facilitate the process of recording transections and tracking assets in SYDKA network. 

An asset can be tangible (such as land, cash, a car or a house and books etc.,) or intangible (such as 

branding, patents, copyrights, images, videos and intellectual property etc.,). It is used to reduce 

risks and to cut costs for all involved. Virtually anything of value can be tracked and traced on a 

blockchain network.  

One of the best things about crypto exchanges is that everyone can take part in trading and investing 

in any project with very little money and there is no special or high monetary requirement for it. 

SYDKA exchange will aim to add more countries and fiat currencies so that all parts of the world can 

contribute to this emerging market. Registration will be sorted with the relevant authorities.  

4.2.5 SYDKA Verified Addresses Pool (SVAP) 

SYDKA will establish the first ever independent SVAP database. The SVAP will be used in order to 
protect crypto users from all kinds of illegal activities such as; stealing crypto assets, money 

https://www.sydka.com/learn
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laundering and other criminal activities. The SVAP database will also help law enforcement agencies 
of all countries to track and trace the illegal activities. 

5 SYDKA TOKEN ROADMAP 

The SYDKA Edu-Crypto is a long term, ongoing project. We do not have the exact time frame for the 
following milestones, but we will endeavour to achieve them one by one as time, finances and our 
abilities permit. 
 

Launch of SYDKA Token (19/10/2021) [Completed: Link] 

Listing on PancakeSwap (October 2021) [Completed: Link] 

Tutorial about Wallets and Importing SYDKA token (October 2021) [Completed: Link] 

Telegram Group (October 2021) [Completed: Link] 

Twitter account (Pre-October 2021) [Completed: Link] 

Promotion on Twitter and Facebook etc., (October 2021 – ongoing) [Link-1] [Link-2] [Link-3] 

[Link-4] 

Website designing changes (November 2021) [ Completed: Link] 

Existing and ongoing project: Short online courses on different subjects on Sydka Learn (pre-

launch projects, Pre-October 2021) [Ongoing: Link] 

Video tutorials, for example: How to buy BNB and then SYDKA tokens, etc., [Coming…] 

Video presentation about SYDKA Edu-Crypto project [Coming…] 

BscScan info update [Completed, November 2021: Link] 

CoinMarketCap listing [Coming…] 

Coingecko listing and others [Coming…] 

Coinbase non-tradeable listing [Coming…] 

Sydka App [Coming…] 

Small exchanges (low fees) [Coming…] 

Top 10 exchange listings (e.g., Binance, Coinbase etc.,) [Coming…] 

Establishing Online University [Coming…] 

Establishing Physical universities (building and running) [Coming…] 

Using SYDKA token as one of the currencies to pay salaries and tuition fees etc., [Coming…] 

Establishing our own crypto exchange, wallet and SYDKA will be used as a currency for fee 

etc., [Coming…] 

SVAP (SYDKA Verified Addresses Pool) Database [Coming…] 

 
 

https://bscscan.com/tx/0xfeee74582aca206f1b10378a9586a25c23ff8b7b3cab4c6f99389a6665641b12
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0xda01d3d7f6b7d7d314e038bda5c950aa3b7f2179
https://sydka.com/token/more/metamask-wallet-set-up-and-import-sydka-token/
https://t.me/Sydka
https://twitter.com/SydkaLtd
https://www.facebook.com/SydkaLtd
https://www.facebook.com/KhalidAhmadKhattak/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/sydka
https://twitter.com/SydkaLtd
https://sydka.com/token/
https://www.sydka.com/learn
https://bscscan.com/token/0xDA01d3D7f6B7d7d314e038bDA5c950aa3B7f2179?a=0x7625214e20420034b74afdf1920ee0399bcb81cc#tokenInfo
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6 SYDKA TOKEN DISTRIBUTION  

 

7 SYDKA TOKEN’S PARTNERS  

The following organisations are happy to use SYDKA Token as one of the currencies for their 
products and services:  

● Haji Tours Birmingham (Saffa Travels Ltd), United Kingdom 
● CreamySu Ltd, United Kingdom 
● Dudley Gas Station Ltd, United Kingdom 
● Stag Chemist, United Kingdom 
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8 SYDKA TOKEN TEAM 

    
Khalid Ahmad Khattak (MSc, B.Eng) (Founder & CEO) 
Khalid is the founder and CEO of SYDKA Token and a researcher at Keele University, UK. He obtained 
his MSc in Computer Science and B.Eng in Computer Systems Engineering with Business 
Management from the University of Birmingham, United Kingdom.  
 
 

 
Dr. Tajud Din (PhD, MSc, B.Eng) (CTO) 
Tajud Din is the Chief Technical Officer of SYDKA and a Research Fellow at the University of 
Birmingham, UK. He recently completed his PhD in Electrical and Electronics Engineering. He 
obtained his MSc in Electrical Transportation System and Infrastructure and B.Eng in Electronics and 
Electrical Engineering from the University of Birmingham, UK. 
 
 

 
Ishaq Ahmad (MSc, B.Eng) (Technical Support) 
Ishaq is the Technical Support of SYDKA and Technical Service Analyst at Entranet. He obtained his 
MSc in Telecommunication Engineering from Bradford University, UK. He also has a B.Eng in 
Engineering.  
 

 
Hazrat Ali (BBA) (Team Lead & Marketing Support) 
Hazrat Ali is the Team Lead and Marketing Support at SYDKA. He obtained his Bachelor’s degree in 
Business Administration from Middlesex University, UK. He has experience in strategic Human 
Resource Management, effective leadership, problem solving and decision making. 
 
 

 
Zahid Said Khattak (MBA) (CMO & Financial Advisor) 
Zahid is the Chief Marketing Officer and Financial Advisor at SYDKA. He obtained his MBA from 
Sarhad University of Science and Information Technology, Pakistan. 

https://www.facebook.com/KhalidAhmadKhattak/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/khalidahmadkhattak/
https://www.youtube.com/user/KhalidAhmadKhattak
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tajuddinkh/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ishaq-ahmad-25671a63
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hazrat-ali-0527b37/
https://www.facebook.com/zahid.said1
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9 OTHER USEFUL INFORMATION ABOUT SYDKA TOKEN 

 
SYDKA Website: https://www.Sydka.com/token  
 
SYDKA Token contract: 0xda01d3d7f6b7d7d314e038bda5c950aa3b7f2179  
 
SYDKA token Holders: 
https://bscscan.com/token/0xDA01d3D7f6B7d7d314e038bDA5c950aa3B7f2179#balances  
 
SYDKA at Exchange: 
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0xda01d3d7f6b7d7d314e038bda5c950aa3b7f2
179  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.sydka.com/token
https://bscscan.com/token/0xDA01d3D7f6B7d7d314e038bDA5c950aa3B7f2179#balances
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0xda01d3d7f6b7d7d314e038bda5c950aa3b7f2179
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0xda01d3d7f6b7d7d314e038bda5c950aa3b7f2179

